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SUMMARY

Each odorant receptor corresponds to a unique
glomerulus in the brain. Projections from different
glomeruli then converge in higher brain regions, but
we do not understand the logic governing which
glomeruli converge and which do not. Here, we use
two-photon optogenetics to map glomerular con-
nections onto neurons in the lateral horn, the region
of the Drosophila brain that receives the majority of
olfactory projections. We identify 39 morphological
types of lateral horn neurons (LHNs) and show that
different types receive input from different combina-
tions of glomeruli. We find that different LHN types
do not have independent inputs; rather, certain com-
binations of glomeruli converge onto many of the
same LHNs and so are over-represented. Notably,
many over-represented combinations are composed
of glomeruli that prefer chemically dissimilar ligands
whose co-occurrence indicates a behaviorally rele-
vant ‘‘odor scene.’’ The pattern of glomerulus-LHN
connections thus represents a prediction of what
ligand combinations will be most salient.

INTRODUCTION

The dimensionality of olfactory stimuli is intrinsically high. In

other words, many parameters are needed to fully account for

the physicochemical differences between odor molecules (Cle-

land, 2014; Haddad et al., 2008). Accordingly, a large number

of unique odorant receptor proteins are devoted to the problem

of odor discrimination. In the mouse, there are �1,000 odorant

receptors, with each glomerulus devoted to one receptor. An

odor typically activates multiple glomeruli (Su et al., 2009), and

these patterns of activity are detected by higher brain regions,

where individual neurons pool input frommultiple glomeruli (Api-

cella et al., 2010; Davison and Ehlers, 2011; Ghosh et al., 2011;

Miyamichi et al., 2011; Sosulski et al., 2011). However, to sample

all combinations of glomeruli would require a prohibitively large
number of neurons. We do not know which combinations are

actually sampled, or why. In Drosophila melanogaster, there

are only 50 glomeruli, but the brain still lacks the number of cells

that would be required to represent more than a small fraction of

all possible glomerular combinations. In short, the brain cannot

exhaustively process its own ‘‘combinatorial code’’ for odors

(Malnic et al., 1999).

How does the brain cope with the ‘‘curse of dimensionality’’ in

olfaction? One strategy could be to sample in an unbiased

fashion from all possible combinations of glomeruli (unbiased

sampling). A different strategy would be to over-represent

certain combinations of glomeruli that are predicted to be useful

(predictive sampling). For example, the brain might sample com-

binations of glomeruli that prefer similar ligands. Alternatively,

the brain might sample combinations of glomeruli whose co-

activation is behaviorally salient, even if those glomeruli prefer

chemically dissimilar ligands.

In Drosophila, two brain regions receive direct projections

from olfactory glomeruli, the mushroom body and the lateral

horn. Both are targeted by the axons of olfactory projection neu-

rons (PNs). A typical PN is postsynaptic to just one glomerulus.

Thus, the glomerular combination sampled by each postsyn-

aptic cell is determined by the set of PNs that converge onto it.

In the mushroom body, the cells that are postsynaptic to PNs

(Kenyon cells) adopt the strategy of unbiased sampling: there

is no widespread trend for certain combinations of glomeruli to

be over-represented at the level of PN/Kenyon cell connec-

tions (Caron et al., 2013; Eichler et al., 2017). Although there is

some evidence for limited bias in PN/Kenyon cell connections

(Eichler et al., 2017; Gruntman and Turner, 2013; Tanaka et al.,

2004; Zheng et al., 2017), it seems that unbiased sampling is

the general rule. This wiring pattern implies that the overall strat-

egy in the mushroom body is to maximize the diversity of odor

representations (Litwin-Kumar et al., 2017).

The lateral horn is the other region that receives direct input

from olfactory glomeruli. However, little is known about the con-

nectivity from PNs onto lateral horn neurons (LHNs). The only

clear rule is that LHNs with similar morphologies have similar

connections (Dolan et al., 2017; Fişek and Wilson, 2014; Jeanne

and Wilson, 2015; Kohl et al., 2013; Ruta et al., 2010). Based on

anatomy alone, several studies have ventured predictions about

which combinations of PNs might converge onto LHNs (Ebrahim
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et al., 2015; Grosjean et al., 2011; Jefferis et al., 2007; Min et al.,

2013; Ronderos et al., 2014; Silbering et al., 2011), but these

predictions are largely untested. Thus, the wiring diagram from

PNs to LHNs remains essentially unmapped. We do not know

whether certain combinations of glomeruli are over-repre-

sented—and if so, what olfactory features these over-repre-

sented combinations might signal.

The lateral horn has been suggested to be analogous to the

vertebrate amygdala, which receives a major projection from

the olfactory bulb (Luo et al., 2010; Miyamichi et al., 2011; Sosul-

ski et al., 2011). However, the wiring from glomeruli onto amyg-

dala neurons is no better understood than the wiring of the lateral

horn. The gaps in our knowledge of these higher olfactory brain

regions have led to the suggestion that there are perhaps no in-

termediate levels of complexity in the wiring of the olfactory sys-

tem (Fairhall, 2014)—e.g., no repeated motifs built from specific

combinations of glomeruli. If this is true, then the olfactory sys-

tem is radically different from the visual system, which contains

a hierarchy of increasingly complex feature-detection cells. Vi-

sual feature-detection cells are built from specific combinations

of inputs: for example, some cells detect visual edges because

they pool inputs from cells with co-linear receptive fields. Are

there no analogous repeated circuit motifs in the olfactory sys-

tem that are built from specific combinations of glomeruli?

To address this question, we developed a method to map

long-range functional connections from olfactory glomeruli to

LHNs on a large scale, at cellular resolution. We find that certain

combinations of glomeruli are over-represented, and these com-

binations are not generally comprised of glomeruli that are co-

activated by the same ligands; instead, they are glomeruli whose

co-activation defines an ecologically salient odor scene. These

over-represented combinations represent a prediction of what

combinations of ligands will be meaningful to the organism.

This predictive sampling strategy exists in parallel with the unbi-

ased sampling strategy of the mushroom body. The curse of

dimensionality is a general problem in neural computation—

with applications in visual object recognition, for example. Our

results show that, rather than implementing one strategic

solution to the ‘‘curse,’’ the brain implements two strategies

simultaneously.

RESULTS

Glomerular Photostimulation Is Specific and Reliable
Our approach to mapping connectivity was to optogenetically

stimulate PNs in single glomeruli whilemakingwhole-cell record-

ings from individual LHNs. To render PNs photosensitive, we ex-

pressed the channelrhodopsin variant ReaChR (Inagaki et al.,

2014; Lin et al., 2013) under the control of the PN driver line

GH146-Gal4 (Stocker et al., 1997). This Gal4 line drives expres-

sion in PNs in 39 of the 50 olfactory glomeruli. We removed the

brain from the head, and we used 2-photon excitation to photo-

stimulate PN dendrites in each glomerulus. We divided the

antennal lobe volume into 13 optical slices, and each slice into

a grid of 7 3 7 mm fields. Each field was raster-scanned, and

fields were visited in a random sequence. The volume of effective

photostimulation extended 8 mm in the z-dimension, and so each

square defines a 7 3 7 3 8 mm voxel (STAR Methods), which is
2 Neuron 98, 1–16, June 27, 2018
smaller than a glomerulus. At the end of each experiment, we

bath-applied a vital dye, allowing us to outline the boundary of

each glomerulus and thereby assign voxels to glomeruli.

The usefulness of this method depends on (1) how reliably it

evokes spikes in the PNs inside the stimulated glomerulus, and

(2) whether PN spiking responses are specifically restricted to

that glomerulus. To check these outcomes, we performed

whole-cell recordings from PNs (Figure 1A), and we filled the re-

corded PN with dye to identify the glomerulus innervated by its

dendrites (the home glomerulus). We observed that PNs essen-

tially never spiked in this ex vivo preparation in the absence of

photostimulation, but they did spike when photostimulated (Fig-

ure 1B). We almost always observed a PN spiking response to at

least two voxels in the home glomerulus (Figures 1B–1F and S1).

We occasionally observed spiking when we stimulated a voxel

outside the home glomerulus, but these off-target voxels were

typically spatially isolated, or else represented obvious ‘‘bleed

through’’ from the home glomerulus into the edge of a neigh-

boring glomerulus. We therefore defined a hit as a glomerulus

that contained at least 2 adjacent positive voxels (spike-evoking

voxels), with positive voxels comprising at least 25% of the

glomerulus, and also covering the center of the glomerulus

(Figure S2). Importantly, we used identical criteria for defining

glomerular hits in PN recordings and in subsequent LHN

recordings.

Given these criteria, reliability was good (the correct hit rate

was high), and specificity was also good (the false hit rate was

almost zero) (Figure 1G). This means we can use this method

to reliably and specifically stimulate PNs in single glomeruli. In

particular, photostimulation does not recruit much polysynaptic

excitation within the antennal lobe; otherwise the false hit rate

would be higher. Note that we are using an ex vivo preparation

where overall activity is lower than normal, which likely explains

why polysynaptic circuits are evidently not recruited.

LHN Responses to Glomerular Stimulation Are
Consistent with Direct Connections
Next, we performed whole-cell recordings from many LHNs

while photostimulating PNs (Figure 2A), using diverse Gal4 lines

to target a broad sample of LHNs (STAR Methods). In a typical

recording, we saw responses to only a few voxels (Figures 2B,

2C, and S3). LHN responses were stable over the course of an

experiment (Figure S4). In each recording, we scored glomeruli

as ‘‘hits’’ using the same criteria described above.

LHN responses were almost all excitatory, and this is what one

would expect from direct PN/LHN connections, because most

GH146+ PNs are cholinergic. Inhibitory responses were occa-

sionally observed when stimulating glomerulus DA1 or VA1v

(Figure 2D). Notably, these are the only two glomeruli that

contain GH146-positive GABAergic PNs in addition to GH146-

positive cholinergic PNs (Jefferis et al., 2007; Lai et al., 2008;

Marin et al., 2002; Wong et al., 2002) (Figure S5). Thus, all the in-

hibition we observed in LHNs is likely due to monosynaptic con-

nections from GABAergic PNs.

In principle, some responses might reflect polysynaptic input

to LHNs (either excitatory or inhibitory). However, recruitment

of these circuits would presumably require spiking in LHNs,

and we observed spikes in only a minority of LHN responses
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Figure 1. Glomerular Photostimulation Is Specific and Reliable

(A) Recording from ReaChR-expressing PNs in the antennal lobe.

(B) PN responses to stimulation, shown within the corresponding voxel, with glomeruli in pale gray. Voxels that evoked spiking were confined to the home

glomerulus (yellow).

(C) Four optical slices through the antennal lobe (each 6 mmapart), numbered from anterior to posterior, showing neuropil stain. In total, 11–13 slices were imaged

per experiment. Dashed line encloses the enlarged area in (B).

(D) PN spiking responses (grayscale) for each of these slices. See Figure S1 for the full map for this PN.

(E) The same slices, now imaged at a wavelength that allows visualization of the dye in the PN. Note that the home glomerulus of this PN is the glomerulus that

evoked spiking, meaning a correct hit.

(F) PN voltage response to photostimulation. See Table S1 for PN firing rates.

(G) PN recordings by outcome (n = 33 PNs, each recorded in a different brain). A false hit is a glomerulus that does not contain the PN’s dendrites, but that

nonetheless fulfills the criteria for a hit. See also Figure S2.
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(0.8% of voxels overall, and 20.2% of voxels with a significant

response). Thus, most of the connections we observed are

probably direct PN/LHN connections. The possibility that

some connections may be indirect is a limitation of our

approach.

Single-PN Glomeruli and Multi-PN Glomeruli form
Equally Strong Connections onto LHNs
We found that some excitatory responses consisted of regularly

spaced excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) (Figure 2E).

These were typically cases where the photostimulated glomer-

ulus contains a single PN (Grabe et al., 2016). By contrast, other

excitatory responses consisted of irregularly spaced EPSPs, or

else graded depolarizations (Figure 2F). These were typically

cases where the photostimulated glomerulus contains multiple

sister PNs. Sister PNs converge in the lateral horn (Jeanne and

Wilson, 2015; Kazama and Wilson, 2009; Marin et al., 2002;

Wong et al., 2002), and we would expect that stimulating sister

PNs would elicit EPSPs that overlap at irregular intervals.

As a point of comparison, we also recorded from mushroom

body Kenyon cells. A Kenyon cell typically receives input from

at most one PN in a given glomerulus (Caron et al., 2013). As ex-

pected, we found that every Kenyon cell response consisted of

regularly spaced EPSPs (Figure S5). This further supports the

idea that regularly spaced EPSPs indicate input from a single PN.
Interestingly, we found that LHN responses were no stronger

for multi-PN glomeruli than for single-PN glomeruli (Figure 2G).

This suggests there is a compensatory process that adjusts

the strength of unitary PN/LHN connections for the number

of convergent PNs. This would explain why the total strength

of a glomerular connection does not depend on how many

PNs the glomerulus contains.

Olfactory Inputs to LHNs Are Sparse andOver-represent
Certain Glomeruli
Across a total sample of 110 LHNs, we found that the average

glomerulus made connections with 13% of our LHN sample.

Conversely, the average LHN received input from 4.8 glomeruli.

However, because we were stimulating excitatory PNs in only 39

of 50 glomeruli, we predict that the average LHN actually re-

ceives excitatory input from 6.2 glomeruli. There was a wide

variation across LHNs in the number of connected glomeruli

(Figure 2H).

Across all LHNs, we found responses to photostimulation for

37 of the 39 GH146+ glomeruli. Some glomeruli made a dispro-

portionately large number of connections, particularly VA1d,

VA1v, DC3, and VA6 (Figure 2I). Interestingly, all these glomeruli

are narrowly tuned to odors (Dweck et al., 2015; Hallem andCarl-

son, 2006; Lin et al., 2016; Ronderos et al., 2014; van der Goes

van Naters and Carlson, 2007).
Neuron 98, 1–16, June 27, 2018 3
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Figure 2. LHN Responses to Photostimulation Are Sparse and Equally Strong for Single- and Multi-PN Glomeruli

(A) Recording from LHNs.

(B) Responses of this LHN to stimulation of 50 voxels. One glomerulus was a hit (yellow). See also Figure S4.

(C) Eight optical slices (each 6 mmapart), numbered from anterior to posterior. Grayscale values represent LHN voltage responses. Two hits are shown (green and

yellow). Dashed line encloses the enlarged area in (B). See also Figures S2 and S3.

(D) Inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs) evoked by photostimulation. See also Figure S5.

(E) Stimulation of a single-PN glomerulus typically evokes large EPSPs at regular intervals.

(F) Stimulation of multi-PN glomerulus typically evokes graded or irregular responses.

(G) Connection weight histograms. On average, single-PN weights (3.8 ± 0.2 mV) and multi-PN weights (4.0 ± 0.1 mV) are not significantly different (p = 0.42,

Wilcoxon rank-sum test).

(H) Histogram of glomerular hits per LHN (n = 110 LHNs, each recorded in a different brain).

(I) Number of connections detected per glomerulus, across all 110 LHN recordings.

Please cite this article in press as: Jeanne et al., The Organization of Projections from Olfactory Glomeruli onto Higher-Order Neurons, Neuron (2018),
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Automatically Classifying LHNs by Morphology
Before analyzing our connectivity data in depth, we considered

the notion of ‘‘LHN types.’’ LHNs are morphologically diverse

(Figure 3A), and LHNs with similar morphologies have similar

odor tuning (Figure 3B). LHNs with similar morphologies (and

odor responses) also seem to receive similar connections from

olfactory glomeruli, although connectivity data are limited (Dolan

et al., 2017; Fişek and Wilson, 2014; Jeanne and Wilson, 2015;

Jefferis et al., 2007; Kohl et al., 2013; Ruta et al., 2010; Tanaka

et al., 2004). These observations motivated us to classify LHNs

into morphology types.

Our goal was to make LHN classification automatic. First,

we collected both morphology data and odor-response data

from several groups of LHNs (Figures 3A and 3B). We filled

each recorded cell with dye, traced its skeleton, registered it

to a template brain, and used the NBLAST algorithm to mea-

sure similarity between morphologies (Costa et al., 2016). We
4 Neuron 98, 1–16, June 27, 2018
then hierarchically clustered cells based on their morpho-

logical similarity (Figure 3C). We defined a threshold that

cut morphological clusters as finely as possible, while also

keeping LHNs with similar odor tuning in the same cluster

(Figure 3D); this threshold was an NBLAST linkage

distance of 0.65. This yielded a classification system

where odor-tuning dissimilarity was significantly lower within

a morphology type than between morphology types

(Figure 3E).

We then applied this same method to our full dataset of LHN

morphologies. Using the same threshold as before, we classi-

fied a total of 110 LHNs into 39 morphology types (Figures

4A, 4B, and STAR Methods). There are �250 LHN morphology

types in all (Frechter et al., 2018), but because the cells in our

sample collectively arborize throughout the lateral horn (Fig-

ure S6B), they likely capture much of the diversity in the full

LHN cohort.
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Figure 3. Dividing LHNs into Morphology Types

(A) Ten sample LHN morphologies traced from dye-fills. Note that these cells divide into types. We added somata to these images because somata were

detached when the pipette was removed; in some cases, we also added a short segment of neurite directly attached to the soma, for the same reason.

(B) For eachmorphology type, example responses of 2 cells to 3 odors. Odor stimulus duration was 1 s (top 6 rows) or 0.5 s (bottom 4 rows). Morphology and odor

data were collected in the same experiments (top 6 rows) or separate experiments (bottom 4 rows).

(C) Morphologies were hierarchically clustered on NBLAST linkage distances and then divided into types (horizontal dashed line). Colors match (A) and (B). Each

cell was recorded in a different brain.

(D) Corresponding odor responses for the same cells, measured as the mean change in voltage during the stimulus. Hatching means odor not tested. The color

scale ranges from �10 to +10 mV, with a few off-scale excitatory responses cropped to the maximum; the scale is �30 to +30 mV for NP6099 and Mz671.

(E) Odor tuning dissimilarity (LHN-LHN odor correlation distance) versusmorphological dissimilarity (NBLAST distance), averaged across all the cell pairs for a given

comparison, ±SEM. This yields 15 values, i.e., 5 within-type comparisons and 10 (5 choose 2) different-type comparisons. Odor-tuning dissimilarity is significantly

higher across types thanwithin a type (p = 0.002, t test). If we ignore type boundaries and simply regress odor-tuning dissimilarity againstmorphological dissimilarity,

we find a strong and significant relationship (r = 0.71, p = 0.003, n = 15 cell-pair averages). Within-type comparison points match colors in (A)–(C).
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LHNs Belonging to the Same Morphology Type Have
Similar but Non-identical Connectivity
We next considered the connectivity of our full LHN data set

(110 LHNs), now taking LHN morphology types into account.

We found that LHNs belonging to the same morphology type

generally had similar connectivity (Figure 4C). However, their

connectivity was rarely identical. Overall, the mean pairwise

connectivity correlation for same-type LHNs was only �0.6

(Figure 5A). This may seem surprisingly low. To put this num-

ber in perspective, we reanalyzed a sample of 38 paired PN-

LHN recordings reported in a previous study (Fişek and Wil-

son, 2014); this study reported two aberrations (one absent

connection that was typically present, plus one aberrant

connection that was typically absent), which implies a biolog-

ical ‘‘error rate’’ of �5% (2/38). To estimate the effect of a

5% biological ‘‘error rate,’’ we simulated a set of typical

LHNs as receiving binary input from 5 of 39 glomeruli, and

we randomly flipped the sign of 5% of connections in each

cell; this showed that simulated LHNs of the same type are ex-
pected to have within-type correlations of �0.7 (Figure 5A). Of

course, biological ‘‘errors’’ in connectivity might not be errors

at all; they might be adaptive individual variations. The key

point here is that even a seemingly low rate of biological con-

nectivity variation (5% per glomerulus-LHN pair) will produce a

considerable net divergence between cells belonging to the

same LHN type, simply because the number of glomeruli is

so large.

In addition, some apparent differences between same-type

LHNs are likely due to experimental error. Given the data in Fig-

ure 1F, we estimate that we failed to stimulate a targeted PN 3%

of the time; conversely, we stimulated the wrong PN 0.2% of the

time (false hits and false misses computed per glomerulus). We

may have also failed to accurately detect some LHN responses,

even when PNs were correctly stimulated. However, experi-

mental error is unlikely to be the dominant factor here, because

documented biological per-glomerulus variation is large enough

to account for most of the divergence we observed between

same-type LHNs.
Neuron 98, 1–16, June 27, 2018 5
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Figure 5. Connectivity Similarity between Cells and between Glomeruli

(A) Top: pairwise correlations between the connectivity of same-type LHNs (mean ± SD across 95 pairs). Bottom: correlations are similar when we simulate a set

of LHNs that initially receive binary input from 5 of 39 glomeruli (so all LHNs are identical) and then randomly flip 5% of connections. (In Figures 5, 6, and 7B, we

omitted the 3 LHN types with particularly broad connectivity, namely, local1, local3, and ML4; see STAR Methods).

(B) Top: mean pairwise correlations between different-type LHNs (mean ± SD, 1 sampled LHN per type, 5,000 resamples). Bottom: the connections of different-

type LHN pairs were independently permuted, to simulate a situation where each LHN type receives independent inputs. This produced a mean correlation of 0,

and a significant difference from the measured correlations of different-type LHN pairs (p = 8 3 10�4, bootstrap resampling test, 5,000 resamples).

(C) Top: mean pairwise correlation between glomeruli (mean ± SD, 1 sampled LHN per type, 5,000 resamples). Bottom: the LHN types targeted by each

glomerulus were independently permuted, to simulate a situation where each glomerulus targets an independent set of LHN types (p = 0.0024, bootstrap re-

sampling test).

(D) All pairwise correlations between glomeruli (again with one sampled LHN per type, mean ± SD, 5,000 resamples, omitting glomeruli with no connections in our

dataset). Glomeruli were then clustered on the basis of these correlations (dendrogram at right).

(E) PN odor responses from Badel et al. (2016).

(F) Glomerulus-glomerulus similarity in odor tuning, from data in (E). Color scale as in (D).

(G) Similarity in connectivity versus similarity in odor tuning (r = 0.20, p = 5 3 10�7).

(H) Same as (G) but using olfactory receptor neuron odor responses from Hallem and Carlson (2006). Here, the correlation falls short of significance (r = 0.14,

p = 0.11).
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Different LHN Types Receive Input from Non-
independent Glomerular Combinations
In the mushroom body, each Kenyon cell has a nearly indepen-

dent set of input glomeruli (Caron et al., 2013; Eichler et al.,

2017). In other words, if we pick a typical Kenyon cell at random,
Figure 4. Glomerular Connectivity onto a Large and Diverse Set of LHN

(A) LHNs were clustered into 39 morphology types. Ten example types are show

examples of each type and Data S1 for all morphologies.

(B) Length of each cell’s neurites outside the lateral horn, per brain region. See S

morphology data due to failed template registration (n = 5), dim dye-fill (n = 6), or

using partial morphology data (if available) or connectivity data (if not).

(C) LHN voltage responses to stimulation of each glomerulus. LHNs are groupe

manually (dashed horizontal lines). Gal4 lines and type names are listed at right.
and we find that it receives input from glomerulus A, then we

have almost no ability to predict whether it also receives input

from glomerulus B, C, etc. How does this compare to the lateral

horn? We have already seen that same-type LHNs have similar

inputs (Figure 5A). By contrast, we might hypothesize that
Morphology Types

n here, one for each broad class of types (‘‘super-types’’). See Figure S6 for

TAR Methods for abbreviations. Blue shading denotes LHNs with incomplete

no dye-fill (n = 10). We manually assigned these 21 LHNs to a morphology type

d by morphology type (solid horizontal lines). Two type divisions were drawn

Data are available in Table S2.

Neuron 98, 1–16, June 27, 2018 7
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different-type LHNs have independent inputs. This would be an

efficient way to represent as many glomerular combinations as

possible.

Contrary to this hypothesis, we found that inputs to different

LHN types were not independent. We sampled a random cell

from every LHN type, andwe computed pairwise correlations be-

tween all LHNs. With many resamples, we found a positive mean

correlationbetweendifferent-typeLHNs (Figure 5B). If LHNswere

independent, the mean correlation would be zero; we can simu-

late this by taking all our different-type LHN pairs, independently

permuting the glomerular inputs onto each cell, and then recom-

puting the correlations (Figure 5B).We found a significantly higher

correlation in the data than in the simulated case of independent

connectivity. In short, these analyses demonstrate that different

LHN types represent non-independent glomerular combinations.

We also considered the same issue from the perspective of

glomeruli, rather than LHN types. Again, we sampled a random

cell from every LHN type, and we computed pairwise correla-

tions between all glomeruli. Mean correlations across glomeruli

were consistently positive, and significantly different from the

permuted case (Figure 5C). This shows that different glomeruli

target non-independent sets of LHN types.

To visualize relationships among glomeruli, we computed a

glomerulus-glomerulus correlation matrix (Figure 5D). When

sorted by similarity, this matrix exhibited a rough block-diagonal

structure, with each block defining a group of related glomeruli

with similar connectivity. Some high correlation values were

found far off the diagonal, indicating that the corresponding

glomeruli participate in multiple combinations.

Glomeruli with Similar Connection Patterns Share
Weakly Similar Chemical Tuning
Do glomeruli targeting similar LHN types share similar chemical

tuning? To address this question, we compared our connectivity

data to a published set of PN odor responses obtained from

calcium imaging experiments (Badel et al., 2016). This odor

response dataset (Figure 5E) is a useful point of comparison

because it focuses on the same PNs that we photostimulated.

For all pairs of glomeruli, we regressed similarity in connectivity

(Figure 5D) against similarity in odor tuning (Figure 5F). We found

a relationship that was statistically significant but weak (r = 0.20,

p = 5.0 3 10�7, Figure 5G).

We then repeated this analysis with another odor tuning data-

set, this time obtained from olfactory receptor neuron electro-

physiological recordings (Hallem and Carlson, 2006). Here, we

found a similarly weak correlation between connectivity and tun-

ing (r = 0.14), which did not reach statistical significance

(p = 0.11, Figure 5H). The Hallem dataset comprises more odor

stimuli, but there are fewer glomeruli in this dataset that overlap

with the glomeruli in our study (17 glomeruli versus 37 in the

Badel dataset), meaning many fewer glomerulus-glomerulus

combinations (136 versus 666) and thus less statistical power.

These analyses indicate that there is a small bias (at most) for

glomeruli with similar chemical tuning to target similar LHN

types. However, many pairs of glomeruli that make similar con-

nections have dissimilar odor tuning. This motivated us to look

more closely at the odor tuning preferences of the glomeruli

with the most similar connections.
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Convergent Glomeruli Define Salient ‘‘Odor Scenes’’
Next, we asked which pairs of glomeruli converge significantly

more than expected. For each glomerular pair, we counted the

number of individual LHNs in our dataset that received conver-

gent input from that pair. We then used a permutation test to

identify which pairs of glomeruli were statistically significant,

with a false discovery rate set to 5% (this corrects for the fact

that we are conducting multiple comparisons; STAR Methods).

This procedure identified 21 significant pairs (Figure 6A). This

analysis treats all LHNs as independent samples; it identifies

the glomeruli that converge frequently onto same-type LHNs or

different-type LHNs. We found that some paired glomeruli

were similarly tuned, while many others were not (Figure 6B).

Glomerulus DA1 and DL3 formed one significant pair (Fig-

ure 6C). These glomeruli are both selective for cis-vaccenyl ace-

tate (Ejima et al., 2007; Ha and Smith, 2006; Kurtovic et al., 2007;

Lebreton et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2011; van der Goes van Naters

and Carlson, 2007; but see Dweck et al., 2015; Pitts et al.,

2016). This odor is a male pheromone. In females, like our exper-

imental animals, it promotes aggregation and mating (Kurtovic

et al., 2007; Lebreton et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2011; Schlief and

Wilson, 2007), whereas in males it promotes aggression (Wang

and Anderson, 2010). Thus, the LHNs that combine input from

DA1 and DL3 are likely to participate in social behaviors.

We found many significant pairs associated with esters or

alcohols (Figure 6D, top) (VM7d, DM5, DM1, DM4, DM2,

VA3, D; de Bruyne et al., 1999, 2001; Hallem and Carlson,

2006; Kreher et al., 2005; M€unch and Galizia, 2016). These

are fruit volatiles (El Hadi et al., 2013; Zhang and Chen, 2014)

that are also produced by the yeasts that Drosophila eat

(Antonelli et al., 1999; Becher et al., 2012; Christiaens et al.,

2014; Scheidler et al., 2015; Tsakiris et al., 2010). Some pairs

comprise glomeruli with similar tuning (e.g., DM1–DM4). Other

pairs comprise glomeruli whose preferred ligands are chemi-

cally dissimilar, although they originate from similar sources

(e.g., DM2–VA3). The LHNs that combine input from these

glomeruli may play roles in food seeking or feeding. Interest-

ingly, glomerulus DM1 provides strong input to many of these

LHNs, and this glomerulus potently elicits upwind walking

(Bell and Wilson, 2016).

Moreover, we found another group of significant pairs associ-

ated with terpenoid odors (Figure 6D, bottom). This includes VC1

(fenchone; Goldman et al., 2005) and DC1 (valencene, limonene,

linalyl acetate; Dweck et al., 2013; Hallem and Carlson, 2006), as

well as glomerulus D, which is the best receptor for several ter-

penoids (a-terpineol, linalool; M€unch and Galizia, 2016). These

terpenoids are produced by plants and yeast (Carrau et al.,

2005; Dugelay et al., 1992; Surburg and Panten, 2006), and

they inhibit the growth of bacteria that are pathogenic to

Drosophila (Carson et al., 2002; Kazemi et al., 2012; Sokovi�c

et al., 2010). Moreover, limonene and valencene promote egg

laying (Dweck et al., 2013), and terpenes can repel wasps that

predate on immature Drosophila (Dweck et al., 2013). Thus,

the LHNs that combine input from these glomeruli may guide

females to egg-laying sites endowed with natural antibiotics

and predator repellants.

Finally, we found one group of glomeruli whose members

formed many significant pairs (Figure 6E). Two glomeruli in
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Figure 6. Significant Glomerular Pairs

Define Salient Odor Scenes

(A) All statistically significant glomerular pairs.

These pairs converge more often than we

would predict (in a hypothetical scenario where

all glomeruli made independent connections

onto LHNs). Circles: observed number of conver-

gences. Bars: predicted number (permutation

test, 95% confidence interval).

(B) Odor-response correlations between the same

glomerular pairs. Correlations are computed from

the PN response data of Badel et al. (2016). The

exception is D-DC1, which is from the Drosophila

Database of Odorant Responses (M€unch and

Galizia, 2016) because DC1 does not appear in the

Badel dataset.

(C–E) Significant pairs and associated odors.

Paired glomeruli are connected by lines. Listed is

the best odor for each glomerulus (unitalicized)

and/or an odor for which the glomerulus is the best

responder (italicized). Chemical structures are for

the first listed odor. See Table S3 for references on

natural sources relevant to D. melanogaster (black

annotations) and behavior or ecology (blue).
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this group, VA1d and VA1v, respond selectively to fly odors that

promote aggregation and courtship (Dweck et al., 2015; Lin

et al., 2016; van der Goes van Naters and Carlson, 2007). Three

other glomeruli in this group respond best to plant odors (Sur-

burg and Panten, 2006); these glomeruli are DC3 (farnesol;

Ronderos et al., 2014), VA6 (geranyl acetate; de Bruyne et al.,

2001; Hallem and Carlson, 2006), and VL2a (phenylacetic

acid; Grosjean et al., 2011). Phenylacetic acid promotes court-

ship (Grosjean et al., 2011), while phenylacetic acid, farnesol,

and geranyl acetate inhibit pathogenic bacteria (Inoue et al.,

2004; Kakarla and Ganjewala, 2009; Kim et al., 2004). Thus,

the LHNs that combine input from glomeruli in this group may

drive mating and aggregation in food patches containing natu-

ral antibiotics.

In summary, the significant glomerular pairs we have identified

define complex ‘‘odor scenes.’’ These odor scenes often

combine chemically dissimilar volatiles. Different scenes are

linked to different behaviors – e.g., mating, feeding, or egg laying.

Comparing Actual Connectivity with Predicted
Connectivity
Previous studies have predicted which glomeruli might wire

together onto LHNs, based on which PN axons overlap in
the lateral horn (Ebrahim et al., 2015;

Grosjean et al., 2011; Jefferis et al.,

2007; Min et al., 2013; Ronderos et al.,

2014; Silbering et al., 2011). These pre-

dictions are based on pooling PN

morphologies from different brains and

registering them to a standard template

brain. To evaluate these predictions

retrospectively, we examined the data

collected by these previous studies;

we found that some functionally conver-

gent PNs have highly overlapping
axons, but others do not (Figure 7A). We then regressed sim-

ilarity in PN axon morphology against similarity in PN/LHN

connectivity, for all glomerular pairs; this showed a relation-

ship that was statistically significant but weak (Figure 7B).

Indeed, there are many unexpected functional convergences

in our dataset, given previous predictions based on PN axon

overlap. This situation is not illogical: two PN axons need

not overlap at all in order to converge onto the same LHNs,

since many LHNs have large arbors in the lateral horn (Figures

4A and S6).

Apposition of axons and dendrites is another potential predic-

tor of lateral horn connectivity (Jefferis et al., 2007). We therefore

measured appositions of PN axons and LHN dendrites. Specif-

ically, we overlaid our LHN morphology data with the PN axon

morphology data collected by previous studies (Figure 7C), all

registered using a standard template brain; we then quantified

the number of axon-dendrite appositions (Stepanyants and

Chklovskii, 2005) within 1 mm. We found that the probability of

PN/LHN connectivity grew steadily with the number of axon-

dendrite appositions (Figure 7D). However, the probability of

connectivity reached an asymptote at about 0.3. Thus, even

the most highly apposed axon-dendrite pairs were generally

not connected.
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Figure 7. Comparing Actual Connectivity

with Predicted Connectivity

(A) PN axons for three pairs of significantly

converging glomeruli (from Figure 6A).

(B) For all pairs of glomeruli, similarity in LHN

connectivity is plotted versus similarity in PN axon

morphology. There is a weak but significant cor-

relation (r = 0.23, p = 7 3 10�7, n = 465 pairs,

corresponding to the 31 glomeruli that are

common to the connectivity dataset and the PN

morphology dataset).

(C) Left: five individual V3 cells overlaid with axons

from some PN types that were typically connected

to these LHNs. Right: same LHNs, now overlaid

with axons from some PN types that were never

connected.

(D) Fraction of PN-LHN pairs connected versus

number of axon-dendrite appositions. PN-LHN

pairs were binned by the number of appositions

between them (n = 2,937 pairs).
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It is important to realize that cell-cell proximity can be an excel-

lent predictor of connectivity in the Drosophila nervous system:

when the two cells in question are measured in the same individ-

ual, cell-cell proximity is strongly related to the number of synaptic

connections between the two cells (Gerhard et al., 2017; Tobin

et al., 2017). Uncertainty arises when pooling cells from different

brains; here, proximity measurements are less precise, due to

registration errors and brain-to-brain cell shape variations.Our re-

sults show that cell morphologies pooled across individuals have

significant power to predict connectivity, but the accuracy of this

sort of prediction is limited.

Predicting LHN Odor Responses from Glomerular
Connections
How important are the connections we have measured as con-

tributors to LHN odor responses? After all, excitatory antennal

lobe PNs are not the only synaptic inputs to LHNs. LHNs also

receive long-range inhibition from inhibitory antennal lobe

PNs, as well as local inhibition from lateral horn interneurons,

and long-range excitation from other brain regions (Dolan

et al., 2017; Fişek and Wilson, 2014; Liang et al., 2013; Parnas

et al., 2013; Strutz et al., 2014).

To address this question, we asked whether we could predict

LHN odor responses on the basis of the connections we have

measured. We focused on two LHN types, V2 and V3. We

knew that both receive connections from glomeruli VL2a and

VA1v (Figure 4C). We therefore used odors that are reportedly

selective for these glomeruli (hexanoic acid and methyl laurate;

Badel et al., 2016; Dweck et al., 2015; Grosjean et al., 2011).

As negative controls, we considered two glomeruli that we
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knew were unconnected (DM1 and

DM2) that can be driven with selective

odors (methyl acetate and ethyl hexa-

noate; Fişek and Wilson, 2014; Hallem

and Carlson, 2006). All these glomer-

ulus-LHN connections are summarized

in Figure 8A.
Using 2-photon calcium imaging in PNs, we first verified that

each odor activated its target glomerulus (Figure 8B). Methyl ac-

etate and ethyl hexanoate were fairly selective. Methyl laurate

and hexanoic acid were less selective but still were the most se-

lective stimuli we could find for their intended targets.

To predict LHN odor responses, we projected the vector of PN

odor responses onto the connectivity vector for each of these

cell types.We then tested our predictions (Figure 8C) using in vivo

whole-cell patch-clamp recordings from these LHNs (Figures 8D

and 8E). This confirmed all the predicted excitatory responses.

Importantly, it also confirmed all the predicted non-responses.

However, we found little response to methyl laurate in V2 cells,

and this differs from our prediction of an inhibitory response.

We did observe weak, delayed inhibition (Figure S7), suggesting

these LHNs receive odor-evoked excitation that is masking the

inhibition we predicted.

To summarize, we found that excitatory PN/LHN connec-

tions can approximately predict most of the odor responses

we sampled. This result implies that excitatory PN/LHN

connections are a major driver of LHN odor responses. Other

connectionsmay play important roles aswell, and these connec-

tionsmay account for some features of LHN odor responses that

we did not successful predict.

In particular, two of the LHN types in our study (ML8 and ML9)

can be tentatively identified as LHN types that receive a direct

connection from mushroom body output neurons (ML8 =

PD2b1, ML9 = PD2a1); these LHNs have responses that are

not fully predicted by PN/LHN connections alone (Dolan

et al., 2017). Interestingly, Dolan et al. identified glomerulus

DM1 as the strongest direct glomerular input to these LHN types,
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Figure 8. Predicting LHN Odor Responses

from Glomerular Connections

(A) Connection weights from selected glomeruli

onto V2 cells and V3 cells (from Figure 4C).

(B) PN responses to odors were selected to stim-

ulate these glomeruli as specifically as possible.

We measured PN responses as the change in

GCaMP6f fluorescence (DF/F) over the odor

stimulus period. Methyl acetate and ethyl hex-

anoate elicited essentially no off-target responses

in any glomeruli. Methyl laurate and hexanoic acid

elicited responses in a few glomeruli not shown

here, but these were not typically connected to

V2 or V3 cells.

(C) Predicted and actual LHN odor responses.

Predictions (in arbitrary units) are given by the

product of the matrices in (A) and (B). Actual re-

sponses are measured as the odor-evoked

change in LHN voltage over the odor stimulus

period, averaged across cells.

(D) Examples of LHN odor responses. Responses

to the odor solvent control (paraffin oil) are in gray.

(E) All responses to odors and the solvent control

(paraffin oil). Connected points were measured in

the same experiment. We recorded from 10 V3

cells and 9 V2 cells, each in a different brain.

Control data are the same for methyl acetate and

ethyl hexanoate. In the case of methyl laurate and

hexanoic acid, paraffin oil responses were larger

because flow rates were higher, and we used

matched flow rates for paraffin oil controls. See

also Figure S7.
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based on serial-section electron microscopy reconstructions,

and this agrees with our functional measurement. Future work

will be needed to understand how LHNs integrate direct PN/

LHN connections with the other inputs they receive.

DISCUSSION

Our data reveal several hierarchical layers of circuit logic. Each

governs circuit organization on aparticular spatial scale—namely

(1) the contributions of individual PNs, (2) the contributions of

individual glomeruli, (3) the specification of individual LHN types,

(4) similarities across LHN types, and (5) associations between

specific glomeruli. Below we consider the significance of each

layer of organization.

The Contributions of Individual PNs
First, we found that sister PNs converge onto the same LHNs.

This had been conjectured on the basis of anatomical data (Ka-

zama andWilson, 2009;Marin et al., 2002;Wong et al., 2002) and

already demonstrated directly for one glomerulus-LHN pair

(Jeanne and Wilson, 2015). Such convergence is only rarely

observed in the mushroom body (Caron et al., 2013; Gruntman

and Turner, 2013). Thus, in the mushroom body, individual PNs

form the functional units of input, whereas in the lateral horn,

entire glomeruli form the functional units of input.

Interestingly, we found that sister PNs did not (collectively)

form LHN connections that were any stronger than the connec-

tions formed by single (sisterless) PNs. A recent study suggests

an anatomical basis for this finding: PNs-without-sisters form
many synapses per PN-LHN connection, whereas PNs-with-

sisters form fewer synapses per PN-LHN connection (Dolan

et al., 2017). Our results suggest that PNs-without-sisters and

PNs-with-sisters form LHN connections composed of equal total

synapse numbers per glomerulus.

What is the value of sister PNs, if not to increase the total

weight of a glomerulus/LHN connection? Sister PNs are likely

valuable because they improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the

glomerulus-LHN connection. Sister PNs carry semi-independent

noise, and their fine-scale spike timing correlations increase in

the presence of an odor stimulus, which should improve LHN

odor detection performance (Jeanne and Wilson, 2015).

The Contributions of Individual Glomeruli
Second, we found that some glomeruli are over-represented at

the level of LHN responses. The top glomeruli in our dataset

are VA1d, VA1v, DC3, and VA6. All are narrowly tuned to olfac-

tory stimuli (Dweck et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2016; Ronderos

et al., 2014; van der Goes van Naters and Carlson, 2007).

Interestingly, in the mushroom body, inputs from certain

glomeruli are also over-represented. Here, DA1 and DC3 are

the dominant inputs (Caron et al., 2013), and again these

glomeruli are narrowly tuned (Kurtovic et al., 2007; Ronderos

et al., 2014; van der Goes van Naters and Carlson, 2007). It

should be noted that Caron et al. (2013) measured connections

onto only 200 Kenyon cells, and there are �2000 Kenyon cells

in total (Aso et al., 2009); similarly, we have measured connec-

tions onto only 110 LHNs, and there are �1000 LHNs in total

(M.F. and R.I.W., unpublished data). Although both studies
Neuron 98, 1–16, June 27, 2018 11
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report partial samples, they together suggest that narrowly tuned

glomeruli are over-represented in higher brain regions.

The Specification of Individual LHN Types
Third, we found that the inputs to same-type LHNs were more

correlated than the inputs to different-type LHNs. However,

there was also considerable variability among same-type

LHNs. The mean connectivity correlation between same-type

LHNs was only about 0.6.

This finding raises the interesting question of what the genome

actually specifies about a ‘‘cell type.’’ It might be unnecessary to

precisely specify 50 glomerular connection weights onto each of

250 LHN cell types. Rather, theremight bemany possible combi-

nations of adequately good connection weights, and it might be

more efficient (and robust) to endownetworkswith compensatory

mechanisms that adjust connection weights until adequate over-

all network performance is achieved (Marder et al., 2015).

Similarities among LHN Types
Fourth, we found that the inputs to different-type LHNs were

more correlated than we would expect by chance. In other

words, there was some redundancy in the glomerular combina-

tions that converged onto different-type LHNs. This violates the

classic idea that wiring diagrams should be structured to reduce

redundancy among cell types (Barlow, 1961; Simoncelli and

Olshausen, 2001). The ‘‘redundancy-reduction hypothesis’’ pre-

dicts that different LHN types should represent completely inde-

pendent combinations of glomeruli.

We found that this is not true: different LHN types can receive

input from similar combinations of glomeruli. In other words,

certain glomerular combinations converge onto multiple LHN

types. Thus, the redundancy-reduction hypothesis does not

explain this wiring diagram. Rather, there may be some benefit

to over-representing certain glomerular combinations. Over-rep-

resenting certain combinations should increase the informational

bandwidth devoted to particular odors or blends, at the expense

of other stimuli.

Associations between Specific Glomeruli
Fifth, we identified many pairs of glomeruli that converge onto

LHNs at a statistically significant rate – i.e., above what wewould

predict from a scheme where all glomeruli wire up indepen-

dently. In some of these pairs, both glomeruli are selective for

the same ligand (e.g., DA1–DL3) or highly overlapping sets of

ligands (e.g., DM1–DM4). In these cases, convergence might

represent a strategy to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of

LHN responses by pooling signals from glomeruli that are co-

activated by the same ligand.

In other cases, paired glomeruli prefer ligands that are chem-

ically dissimilar, yet the co-occurrence of these ligands indicates

a salient ‘‘odor scene.’’ For example, VA3 and DM2 have dissim-

ilar odor tuning overall; what they have in common is their status

as the best receptors for specific dissimilar yeast odors

(2-phenyl ethanol and ethyl hexanoate). Another example is

given by VA6 and DC3, two glomeruli that have almost no

preferred ligands in common; what they have in common is

that their best ligands (geranyl acetate and farnesol) are synthe-

sized as part of the same biochemical pathway (Berg et al.,
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2002). Yet another example is VL2a and VA1d, whose preferred

ligands (phenylacetic acid and methyl palmitate) have distinct

biochemical origins; what these ligands have in common is

that they both promote social behaviors. In all these cases, co-

activation of the glomerular pair would be highly salient, because

it signals an ecologically or behaviorally relevant odor scene.

How LHNs integrate their glomerular inputs is an interesting

question. There is evidence that these inputs can combine

supralinearly (Fişek and Wilson, 2014; Jeanne and Wilson,

2015). Thus, we might predict that some chemical mixtures

should produce especially strong responses in specific LHN

types—stronger than the sum of the responses evoked by their

constituents—and thus especially strong behavioral responses.

Olfactory Scenes and Visual Scenes
In general, interesting neural computations can emerge when

cells with distinct tuning converge on common postsynaptic

targets. The mammalian visual system provides well-known

illustrations of this idea. For example, thalamic neurons with

co-linear spatial receptive fields converge to generate orienta-

tion-tuned simple cells in primary visual cortex (Reid and Alonso,

1995). Similarly, long-range corticocortical inputs with co-linear

spatial receptive fields converge to endow cortical neurons

with sensitivity to elongated edges (Angelucci and Bressloff,

2006; Gilbert and Li, 2013; Iacaruso et al., 2017). In these

examples, convergent presynaptic inputs share one functional

property (co-linearity of their receptive field centers), but they

also differ from each other (in preferring nonidentical retinotopic

locations). As a result, these convergent wiring patterns allow the

postsynaptic cell to acquire some specificity for a higher-level

visual scene feature (orientation). At the same time, this conver-

gence confers some generality about a lower-level feature

(retinotopy).

Our data suggest that the lateral horn performs analogous

computations. For example, when two yeast-odor-sensing

glomeruli converge, they should allow the postsynaptic cell to

acquire some specificity for a higher-level odor scene feature

(yeastiness). At the same time, this convergence confers some

generality about a lower-level feature (chemical structure).

It is important to remember that some glomeruli participate in

multiple combinations. For example, VA1d forms a significant

pairwise association with five other glomeruli. This ‘‘multi-

tasking’’ creates a larger diversity of convergence patterns

thanwould exist if each glomerulus participated in only one com-

bination. Of course, maximum diversity would arise if all the

elemental connectivity motifs of a given size (e.g., all glomerular

pairs) occurred at an equal frequency. The wiring of the lateral

horn is a balance between these two extremes. This again is

reminiscent of the situation in mammalian primary visual cortex.

Here, the rule that convergent thalamic neurons should have co-

linear receptive fields is a constraint that restricts the diversity of

wiring patterns, but this rule nonetheless allows each thalamic

neuron to participate in multiple wiring patterns, each potentially

conferring selectivity for a different orientation.

Solving the Problem of Dimensionality in Olfaction
In essence, thewiringof the lateral horncanbe viewedasan inter-

nalmodel of the olfactory world. It represents a prediction of what
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glomerular activity patternswill bemeaningful. To see the value of

this prediction, recall that the high dimensionality of glomerular

space exposes the brain to the ‘‘curse of dimensionality.’’ There

are >200,000 possible combinations of 4 glomeruli out of 50,

but there are only enough neurons to sample a small fraction of

these combinations. We show that the lateral horn solves this

problem in a distinctive way: it over-represents those glomerular

combinations that are ecologically or behaviorally relevant.

By contrast, the glomerular combinations sampled by mush-

roombody Kenyon cells do not embody an internal model. These

patterns have no predictable meaning, because they are nearly

random (Caron et al., 2013; Eichler et al., 2017), but they can ac-

quire meaning through experience (Parnas et al., 2013). Experi-

ence-dependent plasticity occurs at the next synaptic relay, at

the level of Kenyon cell output synapses, where olfactory signals

are associated with contextual signals (Cohn et al., 2015; Hige

et al., 2015b). In this way, the brain constructs a second internal

model of the olfactory world—distinct from that of the lateral

horn, because it is built on a randomly seeded basis, and it

emerges differently in different brains based on different experi-

ences (Hige et al., 2015a).

These parallel internal models—in the lateral horn and

mushroom body—represent distinct strategies for coping

with the curse of dimensionality in olfaction. Indeed, dimen-

sionality is a general problem in neural systems. It is a problem

for any behavioral decision that depends on many indepen-

dent features of an object (e.g., visual object recognition).

Our results, together with recent work on the mushroom

body, show how the brain uses parallel internal models to

transform signals from high-dimensional sensory space into

a lower-dimensional space of complex but behaviorally rele-

vant features. In the future, it will be interesting to discover

how these parallel models are ultimately merged to generate

coherent behaviors.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

mouse anti-Bruchpilot antibody Developmental Studies

Hybridoma Bank

Cat#nc82 s

goat anti-mouse secondary antibody,

Alexa Fluor 633 conjugate

Invitrogen Cat#A21050

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

streptavidin, Alexa Fluor 568 conjugate Invitrogen Cat#S11226

a-bungarotoxin, Alexa Fluor 488 conjugate Invitrogen Cat#B13422

Alexa Fluor 568 hydrazide Invitrogen Cat# A10437

Deposited Data

Traced and registered antennal lobe

projection neuron axons

Grosjean et al., 2011 http://flybrain.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/si/grosjean11/

MyNeuronsFCIR.rda

Experimental Models: Organisms/Strains

GH146-Gal4 Bloomington Drosophila

Stock Center (BDSC)

RRID:BDSC_30026

Mz671-Gal4 G. Technau (Johannes

Gutenberg University Mainz)

Flybase FBti0058539

NP6099-Gal4 Kyoto Center for Drosophila

Genomics and Genetic Resources

RRID:DGGR_105125

R12H12-Gal4(attP2) BDSC RRID:BDSC_48534

R22A12-Gal4(attP2) BDSC RRID:BDSC_49298

R25A01-Gal4(attP2) BDSC RRID:BDSC_49102

R28A10-Gal4(attP2) BDSC RRID:BDSC_48074

R29E11-Gal4(attP2) BDSC RRID:BDSC_49489

R39D07-Gal4(attP2) BDSC RRID:BDSC_50046

R44G08-Gal4(attP2) BDSC RRID:BDSC_50216

R54G12-Gal4(attP2) BDSC RRID:BDSC_41280

R55C09-Gal4(attP2) BDSC RRID:BDSC_39107

R67B03-Gal4(attP2) BDSC RRID:BDSC_39403

R73B12-Gal4(attP2) BDSC RRID:BDSC_39814

R76E07-Gal4(attP2) BDSC RRID:BDSC_39929

R82F03-Gal4(attP2) BDSC RRID:BDSC_40156

R94B04-Gal4(attP2) BDSC RRID:BDSC_40675

UAS-ReaChR:mCitrine(VK00005) BDSC RRID:BDSC_53749

UAS-ReaChR:mCitrine(su(Hw)attP5) BDSC RRID:BDSC_53748

UAS-GCaMP6f(VK00005) BDSC RRID:BDSC_52869

20XUAS-IVS-mCD8::GFP(attP2) BDSC RRID:BDSC_32194

Software and Algorithms

ScanImage 3.7 Vidrio Technologies

Simple Neurite Tracer plugin (Fiji) Longair et al., 2011 https://imagej.net/Simple_Neurite_Tracer

Computational Morphometry Toolkit Neuroimaging Informatics Tools

and Resources Clearinghouse

https://www.nitrc.org/projects/cmtk/

NBLAST Costa et al., 2016 https://github.com/jefferislab/nat.nblast

NeuroAnatomy Toolbox Jefferis and Manton, 2017 https://github.com/jefferis/nat
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CONTACT FOR REAGENTS AND RESOURCE SHARING

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact Rachel

Wilson (rachel_wilson@hms.harvard.edu).

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Flies (Drosophila melanogaster) were raised on conventional cornmeal agar medium supplemented with rehydrated potato flakes

(Carolina Biological Supply) and yeast under a 12 h light, 12 h dark cycle at 25�C. All glomerular photostimulation experiments

were performed on adult female flies 2-3 days after eclosion. The exceptions were two recordings performed in male brains. Results

for females and males were similar and so were combined. We used 2-3 day old flies because we found that younger flies had incon-

sistent ReaChR expression across flies. Four to six hours after eclosion, flies were transferred to small vials containing rehydrated

potato flakes mixed with 200 mL of all-trans-retinal stock solution (Sigma; 35 mM in ethanol). All odor-tuning experiments were per-

formed on adult female files 1-2 days after eclosion.

The genotypes used for LHN odor-tuning experiments (Figures 3 and 8C–8E) were:

R39D07-Gal4/UAS-20x-GFP

R67B03-Gal4/UAS-20x-GFP

Additional data in Figure 3 were taken from a published study (Fişek and Wilson, 2014); these experiments used the following two

genotypes:

NP6099-Gal4,UAS-CD8:GFP

Mz671-Gal4,UAS-CD8:GFP

The genotypes used for PN recordings in stimulation validation experiments (Figure 1) were:

GH146-Gal4/+ ; UAS-ReaChR:mCitrine(VK00005)/+

GH146-Gal4/+ ; LHN-Gal4/UAS-ReaChR:mCitrine(VK00005)

UAS-ReaChR:mCitrine(su(Hw)attP5)/GH146-Gal4 ; LHN-Gal4

where LHN-Gal4 refers to the specific Gal4 lines listed in Figure 4C. Results for these genotypes were similar and so were com-

bined in our PN analyses. We found thatGH146-Gal4 drives expression in PNs in 39 out of 50 olfactory glomeruli in the antennal lobe.

These are the 37 olfactory glomeruli listed in Grabe et al. (2015), plus DA3, which is listed asGH146-negative by Grabe et al., and VL1,

which is described by Grabe et al. as containing no GH146-positive cholinergic PNs, but which does contain at least one

GH146-positive GABAergic PN (Lai et al., 2008; Marin et al., 2002; Wong et al., 2002).

The genotypes used for LHN recordings in connectivity-mapping experiments (Figures 2, 4, 5, 6, and 7) were:

GH146-Gal4/+ ; LHN-Gal4/UAS-ReaChR:mCitrine(VK00005)

UAS-ReaChR:mCitrine(su(Hw)attP5)/GH146-Gal4 ; LHN-Gal4

The genotype used for PN calcium imaging experiments (Figure 8B) was:

GH146-Gal4/+ ; UAS-GCaMP6f/+

One Gal4 line used to drive expression in LHNs (NP6099) has been described previously (Fişek and Wilson, 2014; Tanaka et al.,

2004) and was obtained from the Kyoto Center for Drosophila Genomics and Genetic Resources (stock #105125). The rest of the

Gal4 lines used to drive expression in LHNs were identified by us as part of this study, based on our visual screens of the Janelia

Research Campus FlyLight images (Jenett et al., 2012) and were obtained from the Bloomington Drosophila Stock Center; these

Gal4 lines are 82F03 (Bloomington #40156), 22A12 (#49298), 25A01 (#49102), 28A10 (#48074), 12H12 (#48534), 94B04 (#40675),

67B03 (#39403), 76E07 (#39929), 54G12 (#41280), 39D07 (#50046), 29E11 (#49489), 73B12 (#39814), 55C09 (#39107), and

44G08 (#50216). Several of the LHNs we recorded from turned out to express Gal4 under the control ofGH146-Gal4 itself, and these

LHNs are listed in Figure 4C as ‘‘GH146.’’

UAS-ReaChR:mCitrine(su(Hw)attP5) and UAS-ReaChR:mCitrine(VK00005) were obtained from the BDRC (#53748 and #53749).

METHOD DETAILS

Electrophysiology
For the in vivo odor-tuning experiments, flies were prepared and dissected as previously described (Fişek and Wilson, 2014). For the

glomerular photostimulation experiments, each fly was cold-anesthetized and the brain was dissected out of the head capsule using

fine forceps and electrolytically sharpened tungsten wires. The brain was then pinned to a Sylgard-coated dish using two sharpened
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tungsten wires. A small triangular wedge of Sylgard was then placed under each brain to provide additional support. This wedge also

allowed thepreciseadjustmentof thebrain’s orientation, allowingus to target LHNswithdifferent somata locations.Thebrainwasposi-

tioned anterior-side up to target anterior somata and dorsal-side up to target posterior somata. The dorsal-side up orientation was

necessary tomaintain good optical access to the antennal lobewhile recording posterior LHNs. Control recordings fromPNs (Figure 1)

were recorded frombrains inbothorientations; therewasnoeffectof brain orientationonPN responses toglomerular photostimulation.

Whole-cell patch clamp recordings were performed as previously described (Jeanne andWilson, 2015). One neuron was recorded

per brain. The internal patch pipette solution contained (in mM): 140 potassium aspartate, 10 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineetha-

nesulfonic acid, 4 MgATP, 0.5 Na3GTP, 1 ethylene glycol tetraacetic acid, 1 KCl, 13 biocytin hydrazide, and 50 Alexa Fluor 568

(pH adjusted to 7.3, osmolarity adjusted to �268 mOsm). The external saline contained (in mM): 103 NaCl, 3 KCl, 5 N-tris(hydroxy-

methyl) methyl-2-aminoethane-sulfonic acid, 8 trehalose, 10 glucose, 26 NaHCO3, 1 NaH2PO4, 1.5 CaCl2 and 4 MgCl2 (osmolarity

adjusted to 270–273 mOsm). The saline was bubbled with 95% O2 and 5% CO2 and reached an equilibrium pH of 7.3. Saline was

superfused continuously over the brain during the recording. Recordings were obtained with an Axopatch 200Bmodel amplifier with

a CV-203BU head stage and were acquired with custom-written MATLAB routines. Recorded voltages were low-pass filtered at

5 kHz before digitization at 10 kHz. Patch pipettes were made from borosilicate glass (Sutter; 1.5-mm outer diameter, 0.86-mm inner

diameter) and were pressure-polished to create a cone-shaped taper with relatively low overall resistance, given the diameter of the

tip (Goodman and Lockery, 2000). The estimated final pipette tip opening was < 1 mm in diameter, and the pipette resistance was

between 6 and 15 MU.

Multiphoton ReaChR excitation
After a whole-cell current-clamp recording was established, an image stack of ReaChR:mCitrine expression in the antennal lobe was

obtained. The image stack consisted of 80 optical sectionswith 1-mmspacing, andwas acquired at 940 nmusing a custom-built two-

photon laser scanning microscope incorporating a Mai Tai HP Ti:Sapphire laser (Spectra-Physics). The microscope was equipped

with a 20 3 water-immersion objective (XLUMPlanFL N, NA 1.0, Olympus) and a piezoelectric objective positioner (Physik Instru-

mente), and it was operated using ScanImage 3.81 acquisition software (Vidrio Technologies). Next, a 17 3 17 grid of voxels

(�7 mm square) was defined for every sixth section. Those voxels that lay within the convex hull of antennal lobe ReaChR:mCitrine

expression in each slice were then designated for photostimulation. Because the size and orientation of the antennal lobe can vary

from fly to fly, the number of photostimulated voxels varied from �900 to �1400. The laser was then re-tuned to 1040 nm for photo-

stimulation. Total laser power at the position of the brain was 3.0 mW. This laser power elicited a mean PN firing rate of 15 spikes/sec

(averaged over 33 PNs, Table S1); this is within the physiological range of odor-evoked firing rates in PNs, although it lies near the low

end of that range (Bhandawat et al., 2007; Olsen et al., 2010). Laser power was monitored daily and laser output was adjusted as

needed to achieve this target value. Each recording was divided into trials, with each trial corresponding to a single voxel. Voxels

were stimulated in a random order. Each trial comprised a 250-ms baseline period, followed by a 500-ms photostimulation period,

and finally a 50-ms post-stimulus period. The photostimulation pattern consisted of 30 repetitions of a square raster scan pattern

within each voxel for a total duration of 500msec. An intertrial interval of�800msec provided time for MATLAB to store the recorded

voltage trace to disk, load the voxel location for the next trial, and move the piezo-driven microscope objective to the new imaging

plane (if necessary). Because of the large number of voxels needed to span the antennal lobe, and because eachwhole-cell recording

had a limited duration, we typically only had the opportunity to stimulate each voxel once, but in some recordings we had enough time

in the recording to stimulate some or all voxels twice. When voxels were stimulated twice, the resulting two voltage responses were

averaged prior to further data analysis. In these cases, we generally found that the first and second responseswere similar (Figure S4).

In 8 out of 110 LHN recordings, the recording was lost before all voxels were stimulated, but > 50% of all voxels were nonetheless

stimulated, and so we included these recordings in our dataset. Because each glomerulus contains many voxels, and voxels were

visited in random order, almost all glomeruli were still typically stimulated in these experiments, but a few glomeruli were missed.

Stimulation of each voxel was targeted to a single z-plane (7 3 7 mm in X-Y), but the z-extent of the excitation volume extended

above and below that plane. We quantified this effect in a subset (n = 14) of our PN recordings. Considering just those voxels directly

above, within, or below the glomerulus innervated by the recorded PN (identified by filling the PNwith Alexa Fluor 568), we compared

the number of spikes elicited by photostimulation to the z-distance from the filled glomerular boundary. This analysis revealed that

out-of-plane excitation (> 15% of within-plane excitation) extended 1 mmbelow the focal plane and 6 mm above the focal plane. Thus

each voxel corresponds to a volume of excitation of approximately 7 3 7 3 8 mm.

Over the course of the recording session, the position of the brain sometimes shifted by a few mm. In order to ensure a precise

spatial alignment of voxels relative to glomerular positions, we periodically paused the sequence of voxel stimulation to check

this alignment. The full set of voxels was split into 4 blocks. After completing each block, we imaged ReaChR:mCitrine emission

within a fiduciary optical slice of the antennal lobe (at 940 nm) and we adjusted the remaining voxel positions (if needed) to compen-

sate for any shift in brain position. If the brain hadmovedmore than 5 mm in any dimension, we discarded the data acquired in the prior

block of recording trials and repeated that block.

Odor delivery
For in vivo LHN recordings (Figures 3 and 8), an air stream (200 ml/min) was passed through activated carbon and directed at the fly

through a carrier tube. A separate air stream of 5-30ml/min was directed under the control of a solenoid valve into the headspace of a
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clean 1mL vial (Thermo Scientific, National C4011-5W) containing 200 ml of a solution of odor and paraffin oil or paraffin oil alone. The

odor stream joined the carrier stream 11 cm from the end of the tube. Odor pulses were delivered for 1 s, with interpulse intervals of 30

s. Paraffin oil was stripped of low-molecular weight volatiles by storing it under negative pressure for at least 4 weeks prior to use.

A flow rate of 12 ml/min was used for hexanoic acid delivery and 30 ml/min for methyl laurate delivery. A flow rate of 5 ml/min was

used for all other odors. The higher flow rates were required to evoke responses to hexanoic acid andmethyl laurate. Because higher

flow rates can lead to stronger paraffin oil responses, the flow rates for control trials (using paraffin oil only) were matched to the flow

rates of each odor. Thus, the LHNandPN responses summarized in Figures 8B and 8C are odor responses fromwhichmatched flow-

rate paraffin oil responses have been subtracted.

Calcium imaging of odor-evoked activity in PNs
The PN calcium imaging experiments in Figure 8B were performed as previously described (Hong and Wilson, 2015). External saline

and odor delivery parameters were identical to in vivo LHN electrophysiological recordings. The antennal lobe was imaged from the

dorsal side. Two-photon fluorescence of GCaMP6f in PN dendrites was excited with 925 nm light and collected with the same

custom-built 2-photon laser scanning microscope and ScanImage 3.7 software used for connectivity mapping experiments. A single

imaging trial consisted of 150 frames acquired at a resolution of 1283 128 pixels and a frame rate of 6.73 Hz. Odor was delivered for 1

s. Multiple Z-planes were imaged sequentially to cover the majority of glomeruli. Glomeruli were identified and masked based on a

published atlas (Couto et al., 2005).

In situ neuropil staining
To identify glomeruli at the end of each connectivity-mapping experiment, we stained the neuropil in situ. After stimulating all voxels,

we added 10 mL of 116 mM a-bungarotoxin conjugated to Alexa Fluor 488 to the saline in the recording chamber (with superfusion

turned off) and incubated the brain for 30min to stain the synapse-rich regions of neuropil. The fluorescent a-bungarotoxin conjugate

was then washed out with 5 minutes of external saline superfusion. After realigning voxel location to glomerular position using the

ReaChR:mCitrine signal (imaged at 940 nm), we then imaged the entire antennal lobe at high resolution (at 775 nm). This image

was used to identify the boundaries of each glomerulus, and thereby assign voxels to glomeruli post hoc. In PN recordings (Figure 1),

we also imaged the PN’s dendrite (filledwith Alexa Fluor 568 via the patch pipette internal, imaged at 775 nm) to determine the identity

of the PN’s home glomerulus.

IMMUNOHISTOCHEMISTRY AND ANATOMY

To determine themorphology of each recorded LHN, the brain was fixed in 4% formaldehyde, washed, blocked with 5%normal goat

serum, and incubated with mouse anti-Bruchpilot antibody (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, nc82 s, 1:50 v/v dilution in

blocking solution), then washed again and incubated with goat anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 633 secondary antibody, along with strepta-

vidin Alexa Fluor 568 (1:250 and 1:1000 in blocking solution). Brains were mounted in Vectashield (Vector Laboratories) and imaged

with an Olympus FV1000 confocal microscope.

Biocytin fills were visible in confocal images for 94 of 110 LHN recordings. Each of these morphologies were traced by hand using

the Simple Neurite Tracer plugin (Longair et al., 2011) in Fiji (Schindelin et al., 2012). The corresponding nc82 neuropil stain was then

non-rigidly registered to the JFRC2 template brain (Jefferis, 2014; Jenett et al., 2012) using the Computational Morphometry Toolkit

(NITRC.org). Registration was successful for 89 of the 94 brains with traced LHNs. Subsequent anatomical analysis was performed

using the NeuroAnatomy Toolbox (Jefferis and Manton, 2017). Each traced neuron was registered using the parameters determined

from the corresponding nc82 stain. Neurons in the right brain hemisphere were mirrored to the left hemisphere to facilitate compar-

ison. Finally, all neurons were smoothed with a 2 mm Gaussian kernel. Morphological similarity was assessed with NBLAST (Costa

et al., 2016) using the function ‘‘nblast_allbyall’’ in the NeuroAnatomy Toolbox (Jefferis and Manton, 2017). The NBLAST similarity

scores used for analysis were the mean of ‘‘forward’’ and ‘‘reverse’’ scores. LHNs were then hierarchically clustered on pairwise

NBLAST scores using Ward’s method. LHNs were then grouped into types using a linkage distance of 0.65. The z-projections of sin-

gle exemplars of each LHN type are provided in Figure S6 and .swc files for all 89 traced and registered LHNs are provided in Data S1.

Automatic morphology classification was possible for the 89 cells which were successfully dye-filled, traced, and registered to a

template brain. These cells were classified into 37 types; two types were then manually split because of morphological differences

(which were just below the automatic threshold) that correlated with connectivity differences, yielding 39 types in total (Figure S6). For

11 additional LHNs, we had qualitativemorphology data, but template registration failed (n = 5) or the dye-fill was not bright enough to

confidently trace the cell’s full morphology (n = 6). We assigned these 11 cells to one of the 39 existing types, because each one

qualitatively resembled one of those types. Finally, we used connectivity information (Figure 4C) to classify the remaining

10 LHNs, where there was no visible dye-fill. For each of these cells, we were able to find a well-filled cell recorded in the same

Gal4 line whose connectivity pattern was a reasonable match. We used this information to provisionally assign each of these 10 cells

to a type.

The nomenclature we used for LHN types was designed to be simple and pronounceable: cells that were mainly local to the lateral

hornwere called ‘‘local,’’ whereas cells that had extensive neurites beyond the lateral hornwere named according to the predominant

regions containing those neurites (M = medial regions, i.e., SMP and/or crepine; L = lateral regions, i.e., SIP and/or SLP; V = ventral
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regions, i.e., AVLP and/or PVLP; C = contralateral regions). The following types in our study resemble LHN types that have been

described elsewhere: L12 (called NP6099 by Fişek and Wilson, 2014), ML8 (called PD2b1 by Dolan et al., 2017), ML9 (called

Mz671 by Fişek and Wilson, 2014 and PD2a1 by Dolan et al., 2017), and ML2 (cell 121208-1 within the category called aSP-g by

Kohl et al., 2013, i.e., the rightmost female LHN in Figure 2B of that study).

Brain regions were identified based on established definitions (Ito et al., 2014) and the corresponding boundaries we used were

provided with the JFRC2 template brain (Jenett et al., 2012). Brain region abbreviations used in Figure 4B are as follows: SLP =

superior lateral protocerebrum; SIP = superior intermediate protocerebrum; SMP = superior medial protocerebrum; CRE = crepine;

AVLP = anterior ventral lateral protocerebrum; PVLP =posterior ventral lateral protocerebrum; PLP= posterior lateral protocerebrum;

MBCA = mushroom body calyx; SCL = superior clamp; LH = lateral horn.

It should be noted that we do not know the locations of pre- and postsynaptic sites in the LHNs we sampled. Given that almost all

were found to receive antennal lobe PN input (probablymonosynaptic input), we can conclude that they have postsynaptic sites in the

lateral horn.Whether they are also presynaptic in the lateral horn is not known. Their neurites outside the lateral hornmay contain pre-

and/or postsynaptic sites. Liang et al. (2013) have shown that the LHNswe call type V3 have presynaptic sites outside the lateral horn.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Assessing errors in PN recordings and identifying glomeruli connected to LHNs
For PN recordings, we scored voxels as significant if they evoked at least one 1 spike, and non-significant if they evoked 0 spikes.

PNs almost never spiked during the pre-stimulus period of any trial (0.07% of all trials), and so virtually all spikes must be due to pho-

tostimulation. PN spikes were detected using custom-written MATLAB routines, with settings that were adjusted as needed for each

PN. All trials were inspected visually to ensure that all spikes were detected.

For LHN recordings, we scored voxels as significant if the LHN voltage response exceeded a threshold defined by the LHN’s pre-

stimulus voltage fluctuations. This threshold was determined separately for each trial. To begin, each trial was divided into 10 msec

bins. For each trial, a distribution of baseline activity was constructed using that trial’s 250-msec pre-stimulus period, plus the

250-msec pre-stimulus period for the preceding trial, plus the 250-msec pre-stimulus period for the subsequent trial (25+25+25

bins), yielding 75 bins of baseline activity for each trial. This procedure allowed for good sampling of baseline voltage, while staying

robust to slow fluctuations in baseline voltage over the course of the experiment. We deemed a voxel as significant if at least 5

consecutive bins during a 400-msec window starting 100 msec after stimulus onset were at least 4 standard deviations above

the mean of the baseline distribution.

For both PN recordings and LHN recordings, we scored a glomerulus as a ‘‘hit’’ if two criteria were satisfied. First, at least 25%of all

voxels with centers within the boundary of the glomerulus needed to be significant. Second, at least two significant voxels needed to

be adjacent. We determined these criteria on the basis of our PN recordings so as to balance the number of false positives and false

negatives per experiment. These criteria were then applied identically to PN and LHN recordings. Glomeruli were identified by

comparing the neuropil image with reference atlases (Couto et al., 2005; Grabe et al., 2015; Laissue et al., 1999). It is worth noting

that we obtained positive evidence for the efficacy of stimulation for almost every ReaChR-expressing glomerulus: a total of 16

glomeruli were validated directly in PN recordings, and a further 21 glomeruli were validated indirectly by observing an LHN response

to that glomerulus.

Whenfalsepositivesoccurred inourPNrecordings (given the twocriteriadescribedabove), theymostoftencorrespondedtoaglomer-

ulus that was immediately adjacent to the PN’s home glomerulus. In these cases, the response appeared to ‘‘bleed through’’ from the

PN’s home glomerulus. To be precise: significant voxels were often skewed toward the edge of the false glomerulus that bordered

the true (home)glomerulus.Thiswas inclearcontrast to the typical truehit,where thecenterofmassofsignificantvoxelswaswell-aligned

with the glomerular center. We encountered 8 glomeruli whose responses were clearly due to bleed through in our PN recordings and

87 glomeruli with bleed through in our LHN recordings. We manually removed all these glomeruli from the list of glomerular hits for the

corresponding recordings, using identical criteria for visually assessing bleed through in the PN data and LHN data (Figure S2).

False negatives in our PN recordings also tended to have a characteristic spatial pattern. These were cases where voxels at the

glomerular center evoked a PN spiking response, but yet < 25% of total voxels in the glomerulus evoked a response. In our LHN re-

cordings, we occasionally observed an analogous phenomenon (cases where clear EPSPs were evoked by stimulating voxels at the

glomerular center, but yet < 25% of total voxels in the glomerulus evoked EPSPs). We encountered 3 glomeruli with ‘‘isolated core

responses’’ in our PN data and 21 glomeruli in our LHNdata.Wemanually added all these glomeruli to our list of glomerular hits for the

corresponding recordings, using identical criteria for visually assessing ‘‘isolated core responses’’ in the PN data and LHN data

(Figure S2).

Hit rates for PN experiments shown in Figure 1F and quoted in the text (percentage of PN recordings where home glomerulus was

not hit = 3%, percentage of glomeruli identified as false hits in PN recordings = 0.2%) were computed after ‘‘bleed through’’ glomeruli

were removed and ‘‘isolated core’’ glomeruli were added.

Quantifying glomerulus-LHN connection weights
After glomerular hits and misses were scored in the LHN data, the weight of each hit was computed. Weight was defined as the

mean LHN voltage change during the stimulus period (relative to the baseline period), averaged across all significant voxels in
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that glomerulus. The voltage during the stimulus period was computed over a window beginning 100 msec after stimulus onset and

ending at stimulus offset; this 100-ms delay accounted for typical latencies between the onset of glomerular stimulation and the onset

of PN spiking. The baseline voltage was assessed during the entire 250 msec baseline window.

Analyzing correlations between LHNs or glomeruli
In every case where we report correlation values, this corresponds to a Pearson rank correlation coefficient. Agglomerative hierar-

chical clustering was performed on correlation distances to sort glomeruli in Figure 5D using an average distance algorithm. Clus-

tering was performed using the pdist and linkage functions in the MATLAB Statistics and Machine Learning Toolbox. The simulation

in Figure 5B was performed by randomly permuting the glomerulus identities of connections to each LHN independently. This main-

tains the number of connections to each LHN, as well as the magnitudes of all the connections to each LHN. The simulation in Fig-

ure 5Cwas performed by randomly permuting the LHN identities of connections from each glomerulus independently. This maintains

the number of connections from each glomerulus, as well as themagnitudes of all the connections from each glomerulus. We omitted

the 3 LHN types with particularly broad connectivity (local1, local3, and ML4) from Figure 5. If we included them, then the differences

shown in Figures 5B and 5C became larger (and more significant); meanwhile, the correlations in Figure 5D increased and became

more uniform across the matrix. The correlation in Figure 5G is still significant, and the correlation in Figure 5H is just short of

significant.

Identifying significantly convergent pairs of glomeruli
The significantly convergent pairs of glomeruli reported in Figure 6 were identified as follows. First, we omitted the 3 broadly con-

nected LHN types (local1, local3, and ML), and we treated excitatory and inhibitory inputs from VA1v as inputs from two separate

glomeruli (VA1v-excitation and VA1v-inhibition); the same convention was used for excitatory and inhibitory inputs from DA1. We

then binarized the connectivity matrix from Figure 4C. For each pair of glomeruli, the number of recorded LHNs with convergent con-

nections was counted. These counts were then repeated after randomly permuting the LHN labels for each glomerulus indepen-

dently. This maintains the number of connections to each LHN, but destroys any correlations between glomeruli. We performed

50,000 random permutations to generate a null distribution of convergence counts for all pairs of glomeruli. Significant convergences

were detected with a false discovery rate of 0.05 using the Benjamini-Hochberg procedure to control for multiple comparisons.

Predicting connectivity from anatomy
PN-PN axon similarities (Figure 7B) were computed with NBLAST (Costa et al., 2016) using the function ‘‘nblast_allbyall’’ in the

NeuroAnatomy Toolbox (Jefferis and Manton, 2017). The NBLAST similarity scores used for analysis were the mean of ‘‘forward’’

and ‘‘reverse’’ scores for pairs of previously published PN axon morphologies (Chiang et al., 2011; Grosjean et al., 2011; Jefferis

et al., 2007; Wong et al., 2002; Yu et al., 2010). The analysis included only the portion of each PN’s axon that was within the bound-

aries of the lateral horn neuropil, as defined by the JFRC2 template brain. In Figure 7B, we omitted the 3 LHN types with particularly

broad connectivity (local1, local3, andML4), if these LHN typeswere included, the correlation became stronger. PN-LHN appositions

(Figures 7C and 7D) were measured as the number of potential synapses (Stepanyants and Chklovskii, 2005) with an approach dis-

tance of 1 mm and a Gaussian smoothing kernel of 2.5 mm.

DATA AND SOFTWARE AVAILABILITY

Rawmeasurements of PN firing rates evoked by glomerular photostimulation (Figure 1) and LHN responses to glomerular stimulation

(Figure 4C) are provided in Tables S1 and S2. Skeletonized 3-D morphologies of all digitized LHNs are provided as .swc files in

Data S1.
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